Wisdom Teeth

Derrick Weston Browns debut collection is a questioning work, a redefining of personal
relationships, masculinity, race and history. Its a re-adjustment of bite, humour and perspective
as Brown channels the language of hip-hop, Toni Morrison and Snagglepuss to pave the way
for an eruption of wisdom. Told through a litany of forms and a myriad of voices - including
some of the poets own - Wisdom Teeth reveals the ongoing internal and external
reconstruction of a poets life and world.
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Wisdom teeth is the commonly used term for 'third molars' â€“ the large teeth right at the back
of the mouth that come through last, usually between the ages of Wisdom teeth that may
cause problems are best taken out sooner rather than later.
A wisdom tooth or third molar is one of the three molars per quadrant of the human dentition.
It is the most posterior of the three. Wisdom teeth generally erupt. Wisdom teeth can be a pain.
Here's when you should have them removed. In this blog post, we discuss the common
questions and concerns associated with wisdom teeth, their effect on the other teeth in the
mouth. Look for these signs and symptoms to decide whether or not you will need to get your
wisdom teeth removed.
Do wisdom teeth need to be removed? Our article here helps you find out.
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